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$0. INTRODUCTION 
LET V and M be closed smooth (PL)manifolds. Consider the classification up to concordance 
of smooth (locally flat PL) embeddings-or ‘ links ‘-of V in M. This can be achieved using 
the theory of Poincare embeddings and their smoothings due to Browder [2] and Wall [lo]. 
However, if M is connected but V is not, the complement of an embedding has homological 
dimension m - 1, where m is the dimension of hf. Thus, the resulting homotopy-theory 
calculations may be rather complicated. On the other hand, Haefliger has classified links of 
spheres in spheres (codimension 2 3) [4]. He showed that the group of (componentwise) 
unknotted links is isomorphic to a certain homotopy group. Each element of this group is 
a homotopy class of maps of the connected sum of the normal sphere bundles of the com- 
ponents into the (m - 2)-skeleton of the complement of the link. This result suggests that one 
should apply the techniques of Poincare embeddings and their smoothings not, as in [2], 
[IO], to concordance classes of embeddings in M of the total space of a normal disc (block) 
bundle over V, but to concordance classes of embeddings of the boundary connected sum 
of the normal bundles of the components. (If n,(fM) = 0, /JI > 4, and the codimension is at 
least 3, the restriction map between the two sets of concordance classes is bijective.) We 
show that the latter can indeed be classified using an analogue of Poincare embedding. The 
advantage of this method is the simpler homotopy type of the complements-if M is 
l-connected the complements have homological dimension at most 111 - 2. Thus one stands 
a better chance of identifying the homotopy type of the complements and carrying out the 
necessary homotopy calculations. 
We also consider linking elements of such links, and when V is a union of homotopy 
spheres we obtain an exact sequence as in [4]. Finally we give some applications. 
I should like to thank my supervisor, Dr. D. Barden, for his interest and advice, and 
the S.R.C. for financial support. 
$1. POINCARI? LINKS 
Throughout, V and LU will be closed, oriented, smooth or PL manifolds. A4 is con- 
nected and of dimension m, but V has components Vi of dimension pi (1 < i < r). We 
put qi = m - pi - 1, q = min qi . If 5 is a vector bundle (block bundle), B(5) will denote the 
total space of the closed disc bundle of 5 (the total space of <). 
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A smooth (locally flat PL) embedding of I’ in M has a normal vector bundle (block 
bundle) <, and extends to an embedding of B(r) in M. B(< 1 Vi) is a manifold with boundary 
and is oriented by the embedding and the orientation of M. Put B = +;B(L: 1 Vi), the boun- 
dary connected sum. 
LEMMA. If m > 4, (I 2 2, atlri x1(M) = 0, the restriction tnap frottz concordance classes 
of embeddings of B in 151 to concordance classes of embeddings of B(c) in Ai is bijectire. 
Proof. By general position, an embedding of B(i) in M extends [by embedding disjoint 
tubes joining the components) to an embedding of B. Similarly, given embeddings of B with 
concordant restrictions, such a concordance can be extended by disjoint embedded 2-discs 
joining the cores of the tubes. The obstructions to extending over these discs the embedding 
of the normal bundle are elements of nl(SOnJ or n,(P~~). As rr,(SO,,,,) = x~(SO,,,) and 
n,(PL,,+,) = n,(z,), the framing on the components can be altered, keeping the ends 
fixed, by elements of 7c1(SOy,+ I) or rc,(~,,,+,) to kill the obstructions. 
In order to classify embeddings of B in M we consider the homotopy analogue: 
Let M’, Vi’ (1 < i < r) be connected, oriented, finite Poincark complexes of dimension 
I?l, pi. Put V’ = u; Vi’, S(‘I) = u; SQ’. Suppose nl > 5, then a Poitzcar6 litlk of v’ in M’ is: 
(i) for each i an S‘Ylbration xi : Ei -+ Vi and an inclusion of the fibre ji : Sqi -+ Ei, ab- 
breviated Sc4) --& E -5 v. (If Bi is the mapping cylinder of pi, (Bi, Ei) is an oriented 
Poincart pair. For two oriented Poincarl pairs of dimension > 4, the double mapping 
cylinder pair of the inclusion maps of the top cells and their boundaries is another 
oriented Poincart pair-the connected sum. (cf. $2 of [9]) Put (B’, S’) = +; (Bi, Ei).), 
(ii) a finite CW complex K (the complement) and a map I : Sc4) - K, 
(iii) a map tl : S’ -+ K such that r*oj = I, and a simple homotopy equivalence /? : hi 4 K u, B’. 
Poincart links (S(q) -& E”_ I”; K, I; 2, PI, 
($4 _j'> F n' , I"; K’ I’; z’, 8’) 
are concordant if: 
(i) n and n’ are fibre homotopy equivalent, 
(ii) there is a homotopy equivalence f: K’ -+ K such that 1 = fol’, 
(iii) there are maps 5i : S’ x (I, 0, 1) -+ K x (I, 0, 1) 
j : s(4) x (I, 0, 1) + S’ x (I, 0, 1) 
extending U, fo cr’; j, j’ and such that &j’ = 1 x I. 
(iv) there is a simple homotopy equivalence of triads 
p : M x (Z, 0, 1) + (K x (I, 0, I))& B’ x (I, 0, I) 
extending /3 and fi’. 
Thus, a concordance class of Poincarl links of V in M determines a homotopy class of 
maps of V into M. 
The boundary of a disc or block bundle determines a spherical fibration. So, if m > 5, 
there is a map from concordance classes of embeddings of B in M to concordance classes of 
Poincart links of V in M. We now see how close this is to a bijection. 
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THEOREM 1. Let :\I and V be closed, oriented. snlooth (PL) manifolds as aboce. Suppose 
m > 6. q 2 2> and that there is a given Poincare’ link of V in ,%f. Then. 
(i) There is a block bundle ocer V ami a PL embedding in ;CI of the boundar_v connected 
slm of the compouem Of its total space inducing a Poincar~ Ii& concordant to the given one. 
(ii) If 3q 2 m. the block bundle muy bc tckcn to be that of a suloorh rector bundle and 
lfle embedding moor/r. 
(iii) Jf there is a smoorh (PL) cmbcdditlg of V in M \\,ith normal bundle dcmmining 
sphericaljbrationsfibre homotopy equicalerrr lo those of the Poincase’ ii&, and if the embedding 
and PoincarP link are homotopic, fhen there is a smooth (PL) embedding in M of the boundary 
connected mm of rhe cornpotlents of the total space of this rlormal bundle inducing a Poincare’ 
link concordant to the gkcn one. 
Proof: (This is almost Theorem II.3 of [IO].) As in Corollaries 11.3.1. 11.3.2 
of [lo]. there is a bundle < over V inducing the given spherical fibrations. (B, S) = 
f; (B(< ) Vi), c?B(< [Vi)) is a manifold with boundary which contains V as a submanifold 
with normal bundle 5. Using a suitable fibre homotopy equivalence we identify (B, S) with 
(B’, S’). Let K be the complement of the PoincarC link, and let 2 : S + K, p : M-t K uz B 
represent the Poincart link and i : V-+ M its homotopy class. We make /, transverse to V 
andput V’=p-‘(V)andB, =j,IlV’. 
/I, is a degree one map, and together with < @ i*v:,, and the standard stable trivialisation 
of T,,, @ jj’T(< Oi*vM) defines a tangential structure on V. (TV. , v,,, denote the stable tangent, 
bundle of V’, the stable normal bundle of M.) In cases (i) and (ii), as in Corollaries 1 I .3.1 
I 1.3.2 of [IO], s’ and the fibre homotopy equivalence above may be chosen so that this is the 
natural tangential structure. In case (iii), we note that homotopic maps induce the same 
tangential structure and that the tangential structure induced by an embedding is the natural 
one. Thus, in each case the tangential structure on V is the natural one, and so there is a 
cobordism L of V’to V, a map (b : L -+ V extending /I?, and l,,, ; and a stable trivialisation of 
sL @ c$*({ @ i*v,,). Let W be the union of M x 1 and the total space of ,$*<, with the total 
space of /F,(g) identified with a tubular (regular) neighbourhood of V’ in IV x I. Let Y be 
the mapping cylinder of /I. The inclusion of M x I can be extended by a bundle map covering 
(I, to a map g : IV- Y. Put N = B\B(<). This is a tubular (regular) neighbourhood of a 
l-dimensional submanifold of B. Altering g by a homotopy relative to M x 0 u B(5), we 
may assume that g-‘(N) n d W is a codimension zero submanifold with boundarv of d W. w 
can be regarded as a manifold tetrad: 
w(l23) = Cl’ 
W(12) = M x 0 u B(<) 
IV(13) =g_‘(N)ndkV 
W(23) =g-‘(K)ndCY 
W{lI = dN n B(c) 
ww = C?B(s’)\N 
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W(3) = g- ‘(aN\B(<)) n 2 W 
w > = W(1) n W(2). 
Similarly, Y can be regarded as a finite Poincare tetrad: 
Y(l23) = Y 
Y(l2) = M x 0 u B(C) 
Y(13) = N 
Y(23) = K 
Y(l) = dN n B(5) 
YC4 = dB(G\N 
Y(3) = div\B(() 
Y{ > = Y(1) n Y(2). 
g is a degree one map of tetrads and d,g is a diffeomorphism (PL homeomorphism). 
As Y is homotopy equivalent to M, 11,~ may be considered as a bundle over Y. A stable 
trivialisation of rw @ g*vM is obtained by extending the natural one on 111 x I over the total 
space of 4*5 using the above discussion of tangential structures on I/. As q 2 2, 
Y(3) + Y{ 13) and S -+ B induce isomorphisms of fundamental groupoids; by van Kampen’s 
theorem, so does Y(23) -+ Y(l23). By Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.1.2 of [lo], we can do 
surgery on g, keeping d, W fixed, to get a simple homotopy equivalence of tetrads. Let W’ 
be the resulting tetrad. Then W’{ 123) is an s-cobordism of M to B(t) u W’{ 13) u W’(23). 
The s-cobordism theorem gives an embedding of B(t) u W’(13) = B in M giving a Poincare 
link in the required concordance class. 
There is a corresponding uniqueness theorem which does not quite give concordance. 
THEOREM 2. If m 2 6, q > 2, then embeddings in M of the boundary connected sum of 
the components of a normal bundle otter V which induce concordant PoincarP links are setwise 
concordant. 
Proof. In the PL case we obtain, as in the proof of Theorem 1, a manifold tetrad W, a 
degree one map of tetrads g : W + Y with d,g a PL homeomorphism, and a stable trivialisa- 
tion of rw @ g*vM , where Y is the finite Poincart tetrad: 
Y(l23) = M x I x I 
Y(12) =MxdZxZuMxZxO 
Y(13) = B x I x 1 
Y(23) = K x I x 1 
UlI =Bxdlx 1 
WI =KxdIx 1 
YC3) =SxZxl 
Y{ 1 =Sxdfx 1. 
As q > 2, the obstruction to surgery vanishes, and we obtain a PL embedding in M x I of a 
codimension zero manifold homotopy equivalent to B x Z and whose image extends those 
of the given embeddings. In the differentiable case, it follows from Theorem A of [5] that 
this embedding may be assumed smooth. In either case, the s-cobordism theorem gives an 
embedding of B x 1 as required. 
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$3. LJSXING ELEMENTS 
We have almost reduced the geometrical problem of embeddings to a homotopy 
problem, but the homotopy groups involved are unusual. In this section we try to relate 
these to better-known homotopy groups. 
A well-known concordance invariant of a link is the set of homotopy classes of each 
component in the complement of the rest. The different complements are a nuisance, and 
we are interested in embeddings of the normal bundle, so we consider the following version: 
Let (S’@ -5 E -5 V’; K, I; Y. /I) be a Poincar6 link. Let [S; K], denote the set of 
homotopy classes relatire to I of maps of S = S’ into K extending I, and E(K, I) thegroup of 
homotopy classes relatice to 1 of homotopy equivalences of K commuting nYth I. E(K, I) acts on 
[S; K], and [V’; K] with quotients [S: K],/E(K, I) and [V’; K]/E(K, I). If q B 2, any section 
[ of R defines an element of [V’; S], and so, by composition, maps E_ : [S; K], --+ [V’; K] 
and I,’ : [S; K],/E(K, I) ---f [V’; K]/E(K, I). The linking element of the given Poincarl link 
with respect to [ is the element of [V’; K]/E(K, z) determined by n(sc). Thus, concordant 
PoincarC links have the same linking element, and there is a map from concordance classes 
of PoincarC links with complement K and the fibres of the normal spherical librations in- 
cluded by I to [V’ ; K]/E(K, I). 
A necessary condition for the image in [V’; K]/E(K, I) of an element [z] E [V’; K] to be 
the linking element of a PoincarC link is that the map z u 1: V’ u SCq’ -+ K should extend to 
a map of S into K. If V/: , N Sp’, there is only one cell over which we need extend and we have 
the following extension of Proposition 5.3 of [4]: 
THEOREM 3. If Vi 2: Spi, there is an exact sequence qfsets 
T,, - I (0 L [S; Kl, i. 0; n,,(K) w n,_,(K). 
11 is a group action, and exactness means that i.(x) = i(y) if there is y E x,,,_,(K) such that 
y = p(y, x), and that Im 1. = w-‘(O). 
If also 7~ isfibre homotopy trioial, then [S; K], can be gicen a group structure such that 
p and L are group homomorphisms, w is a homomorphism, and 
is exact. 
0; “p,+1(K) s n,_,(K) -!!+ [S; K], 
Proof. S = (V; (Sp’ v Sq’)) U/ em-‘, where f = 2; (iq, 0 J(n,) + [ipi, i,,]), [6, p.206.1 
(j,, v jqr are the inclusions of Sp’ and Sq’, [,I denotes the Whitehead product, and J(zi) clas- 
sifies the fibre homotopy type of ‘ic) Vi .) If a = (a, , . . . , a,) E 0; rep,(K), we define t{,(a) = 
c; (lq, 0 J(nJ + [ai, 1~~11, where ly, = I I S 4f. If y E r,,_,(K) and x E [S; K], , we represent y 
byamapc: Dm-‘-+KsendingSm-2 to a point * E K and I by a map d : S + K extending 
I and sending an embedded D”-’ to *. Then lc(y, x) is represented by the map of S into K 
which is c inside the embedded Dm-’ and d outside. 
Exactness is proved as in [4]. 
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If ii is fibre homotopy trivial, S is the double of Y = -; (LP x F’) and we may write 
S= Y,uY_.Leta:S - S be the map interchanging Y, and Y_ . Then, if g, h : S-K 
represent elements x? J E [S; K], , we may alter g by a homotopy relative to I so that g = 
Il 3 G on Y- . Then the map which is g on Y, and /z on Y_ represents x + J. This gives the 
group structure on [S: K],. 
Let S, be obtained from S by ‘doing surgery on j’. i.e.. S,, = #; ((El Vi\*i) u (D”‘+’ x 
Spi- I)). where xi zj(.F) = *i E V’:. Let K0 be the mapping cone of I : SCqJ -+ K, and E(K,) 
the group of homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences of K,. Then there is a map 
[S; K], --t [S, : K,,], equivariant with respect to the actions of n,,,- ,(K), and inducing a map 
If 1;: = Spa, then S,, ‘c Sm-’ and K, has the homotopy type of an (nz - I)-skeleton of M. 
As icl is a Poincare complex, the attaching map of its top ceil determines an element 
* E q,,_ ,(K,)/E(K,), [9]. Thus a necessary and sufficient condition for x E [S; K],/E(K, 1) to 
be part of the data of a PoincarC link is that $(.u) = *. 
24. APPLICATIOSS 
(I) If 1l-I = S”, Vi = .SPi, then K =V; 9 and 1 is the inclusion. K, is contractible, and 
.E(K, I) = E(K,) = 1. Restricting attention to componentwise unknotted embeddings of 
.Sp’ = u; Sp’ in S” and applying theorems I(iii), 2. and 3, we recover Haefliger’s result, 
Thtortme 5.6 of [A], when ~1 > 6. 
(11) Connected summing induces an action of FLc,,,(Sm), the group of concordance 
classes of framed links of .S(“’ in s’“, on &&,,(&I), the set of concordance classes of framed 
links of Scp’ in 1M. In the metastable range this has been studied by Chazin [3]. Our methods 
do not seem to give Chazin’s exact sequence, but we do have the following: 
THEOREM 4. (i) if tn 2 6, y >, 2, and x,(M) = 0, then cfetizents of FLC,,(S”) ~Yt;ll fhe 
suttte image in FL,,,(M) arc sct\\‘ise concothn~. 
(ii) ifttt 2 6, q 2 2, and M is c-comerted, 2c > p, thetz ecery elettrent of FL,,,(M) \t.itlt 
complement hotuotop~~ cqzriralent to K, v (Vrl 9’) ( I II’rerr K, is an (nz - I)-skeleton of M): 
uttd \\.ith the jibws of the notmctl spherical fibration included it? V; Sy’ c K0 v (V; Y’.) in 
tltc slandatd ILYT_V is in the image of FL,,,(S”). 
Proof. (i) As the links are contained in an embedded disc, they have complements 
K, v (v; .F). 
1 : i/; 9’ --t K,, v (V; P) is a coretraction, so [S; VI Sql], --+ [S; K, v (V; Sq‘)ll 
is monomorphic. 
The result follows from Theorem 2. 
(ii) Consider the sequences of Theorem 3 applied to V’, Sql and K,, v (V; 9). The 
map between the two is a corctraction. By the Hilton-Milnor theorem [I], the homotopy 
groups are direct sums of groups included by composition with basic Whitehead products. 
Steer’s theorem [7] on the Whitehead products of compositions shows that \V is given 
(almost) by certain suspension maps. For 2c > ,u these are isomorphisms. The result follows 
by diagram chasing. theorem 2. and the remark that any orientation-preserving homotopy 
equivalence of M is homotopic to one which is the identity on an embedded D:“. 
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